National Council
Outcomes of Meeting 16th November, 2016
Athletics House, Birmingham
Basis of preparation
Outcomes show the decisions made at National Council Meetings but not the full debate at those
meetings to reach those decisions. Publication of separate Minutes and Outcomes allows the Council
to have a full debate for the record (Minutes) while keeping interested parties informed of
important decisions reached (Outcomes). Minutes are not formally approved until the next Council
Meeting. These Outcomes are based on the Draft Minutes of the Council meeting of 16th November,
2016 which were circulated among those present with amendments incorporated. The date of the
next National Council meeting at which the Draft Minutes will be formally approved has not yet
been formally set. Redactions are made by the Chair of the National Council.
Present:
Tony Shiret (Chair, London Co-Chair)
Mike Harris (NW)
C Betts (NE)
M Fletcher (Yorks & Humber)
P Crawshaw (London)
M Wall (EMids)
M Shortland (East)
K Reed (SW)
A Williams (Co-opt)
B Parker (Co-opt)
C Jones (EA CEO) for CEO Report
M Rush (EA Head of Coaching and Performance) for Coaching Report
Apologies were received from M Nimmo, N Rowe (K Reed deputising), M Neighbour, C Cohen and S
Barnes (ill on day).
The Council recorded its commiserations to the families of Stacey Burrows and Lucy Pygott, the two
AFD athletes killed in a road accident last week, and observed a minute’s silence at the beginning of
the meeting.
The Register of Interests was made available for updating. There were no changes,
The Draft Minutes of the full meeting of 14th September and the Conference Call of 28th September
were noted as accurate records (subject to two minor amendments).
TS reported that he had applied for the post of Chair of UKA and had been on the long list of 12
considered by the UKA Appointments Panel. He had not made the short list of four to be

interviewed. TS had put himself forward to ensure a person with an athletics background was in the
process.
Succession Planning
It had been agreed by the Governance Group of the EA Board that TS would continue as Chair of the
Council until after the Spring 2017 Elections. It was felt that the logical process for determining
leadership of the Council system should be that Regional Councils should meet after the election
results to establish their own Chairs and the National Council would then meet to agree election of a
new National Chair. A detailed timetable was requested to inform all involved. This would be
prepared (along with proposed dates for all 2017 Council meetings after the EA Board had finalised
its 2017 schedule).
TS noted the continuing difficulty in recruiting Regional Councillors and the discussion on the Board
re the demographic profile of the Councils. London had used co-option to improve its balance. A
request has been made to reduce the number of nominating clubs for Regional Council election
nominations from two to one.
TS would approach the Youth Athletic Group, the UKA female coaches group and Women in World
Athletics to make them aware of the imminent elections (Action TS). CB noted that in the NE around
50% of new officials are now female.
UK Sport had issued a Code governing ia roles of Councillors. PC would circulate this.
It was felt that all Chair elections should be governed by due process and transparency to allow all
Councillors to have an equal chance of becoming Chair (please note co-opts have equal voting rights
with elected Councillors even though they cannot be elected Chair).
CEO Report
CJ spoke to his pre-circulated report. Membership continued to show a healthy increase (stimulated
by Rule changes on competition eligibility). This had also increased club membership it appeared.
The re-branded running participation product Run Together had been re-launched.
Most of the discussion centred on the continuing negotiation process for the next four years of Sport
England funding. A number of meetings had been held with various levels of management of SE
Initial indications for the outcome were cautious. EA had also successfully applied for funds to cover
the 2017 Inspiration programme and for certain transitional funding. The process would move on to
formal applications in February 2017. Overall funding was split between core funding and Talent
funding which was to be shared with UKA. UKA wished to expand its current Futures programme.

The other main area discussed was the initial agreement to send a team of 24 athletes and 6-7
support staff to Australia to take part in the Nitro Series in February 2017 – this to be funded by
Athletics Australia. The Manchester International would be repeated in August 2017 and discussions
for further EA promotions had been held with Gateshead and Allianz Park. There had been some
small commercial agreements signed and meetings with Commonwealth Games England
Registration fees would increase by £1 in April, but there would have to be a dialogue with the sport
re future funding in the Spring 2017 consultation. AW felt that we should establish amounts paid by
the other HCAFs and other sports to establish our relative price position.

Head of Coaching
Martin Rush presented an overview of the status of Coach Education and Mentoring. There was a
vigorous discussion.
The current approach is to deliver a mixture of Coach Education programmes up to Athletics Coach
(and CiRF) level supplemented by Local (LCDP) and National (NCDP) mentoring programmes. There
were no formal education programmes above Athletics Coach level. The major changes in recent
times have been changes to the AC course where diary completion had been replaced with a new
assessment regime and a change of emphasis in the LCDP where individual mentoring had been
replaced with and extended programme of events. The latter was because time pressure on CCSOs
and their varied expertise in coaching had been issues.
Currently the content of the AC course continues to be moved onto a more event specific basis. A
project manager is overseeing this. ETA on the new courses is now expected in Sept 2017. It was felt
by the NC that the current plan to use a full online module for the event specific element would lack
integrity.
There were 1000/1200 coaches who had had some contact with the LCDP. In the current coach
mentoring “season” around 130 events were planned of which 34 had already happened involving
672 attendances. Each CCSO was tasked with organising 7 workshops a year.
There was some debate over overall control and external visibility of scheduling. Education Coordinators appeared to be presenting Regional information better but it was felt that a “living”
overall calendar openly accessible would improve overall awareness of the EA Coach Ed/Mentoring
programme.
The IT systems were holding back development of coach CPD (career development) Currently the
Trinity database has U-Learn and U-Coach sitting on top of it. MR is planning to set up a Coaches
Club. This was dependent on SE funding.
The NCDP had 400 people in total on the programme since inception but 256 “active” members.
There was a discussion over whether the system has been producing success or not. The main metric
is scores relative to standards set around 2009? based on Power of 10. Overall these scores have
been going up but in some areas they have been going down. All throws have gone down except
hammer. Triple Jump, Steeplechase and sprint hurdles had also declined.
It was felt by the meeting that the system of base level Coach Ed supplemented by extensive
mentoring of a relatively small core of coaches was not working. Current reasonably extensive areas
of under-performance among disciplines was related to more technical events.
MR’s solution was to focus delivery of these events around known strong coaches at specific venues.
The meeting felt that a longer-term solution is required. It noted the absence of coach education of
a technical nature above AC level. This was considered a key long term weakness as the base for the
next generation of technical coaches was not being established.
It was also noted that course booking above the lowest level of qualification was still on a manual
basis. This is unacceptable.
MR was requested to ensure that Regional Coaching Portfolio holders are notified/involved in local
delivery/planning.
Feedback was that local delivery was preferred by coaches.

What is the status of plans to “grand-father” existing elite athletes back into coaching by allowing
them to avoid very base level training?
Other areas discussed in a very wide ranging debate were streamlining the existing system, better
communication direct to coaches (should be helped by Coach Club).
There was some merit in establishing more structured feedback on coaches from parents and
athletes.
Main conclusions on Coaching:
The current system does not appear to be working in many of the more technical areas where
standards are slipping.
Focus on a very generalist approach to education and a narrow base of mentoring has resulted in a
loss of expertise on a scale basis in technical areas. Planning and communication seem to held back
by weak IT systems.
There is a need for better communication of the totality of the Coach Ed and Mentoring
programmes.
Delivery of the event specific Athletics Coach product has now slipped to September 2017.
Coach Club looks promising conceptually but is subject to funding and systems.
Portfolios
The web-based system for communicating with Portfolio holders for Clubs, Coaches and Officials had
been live since the Whole Council Conference in early October. This was the first Council meeting
(ever) that had considered formal reports from the Regional/National Portfolio holders (previously
national holders had reported based on their personal observations)
The request had been made at short (ish) notice and the level of response from Regional Portfolio
holders was very good in Officials, over half in Clubs and Could-do-Better in Coaches.
Clubs Portfolio
There are some teething problems with Regional Managers providing data for the reports (Action: C
Mallender to establish reporting templates for all Portfolio data to be actioned to an agreed
timetable by the Regional Managers)
M Neighbour and M Wall had established a Blog with the aim initially of establishing an estimate of
the extent of club waiting lists. In London clubs were being surveyed to comment on the delivery of
the affiliation scheme.
Feedback from the Regional Portfolio holders pointed to some key points:
Difficult establishing common needs for clubs as entities other than in functional terms –
coaches, officials, volunteers, schools.
Clubs seem less willing to become directly involved with governing and representative
bodies
Communication with clubs direct held back by accessing through club “gate-keeper”
normally Club Secretary.

We should try to have news on club development matters on the Club Portfolio pages.
Club Mark status was requested (Action: D Hardman)
It was felt that we should try to shape the debate here when our feedback gave a stronger view of
the main issues.
Coaching Portfolio
Following a very long debate on Coaching matters earlier in the meeting it was decided to produce a
summary of Regional Reports to circulate to all Coaching Portfolio holders (Action MS and MH) and
push for better reporting compliance for the next meeting.
Officials Portfolio
BP was commended on producing a Summary Report and almost all of the regions had reported
using the standard templates. This would be circulated to all COffSecs (and TRGs and TAG – Action
BP)
The reduced level of Endurance Tutors was a matter of concern as it generally mirrored the very low
levels of course activity here. The original 24 tutors nationally had recently been reduced and there
were now only 10 planned for England and only two in the South.
There was some progress on reports of course activity and numbers of qualifications. (Action: PC
and DH/CM to agree standardised reporting here as well)
CB wished to circulate COffSecs to establish extent of Trinity use for communication.

AOB – None
Dates – a conference call to discuss 2017 timetabling and routine reporting would be agreed. DH to
circulate details when appropriate.
The meeting closed at 3.15pm.

